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waste. Fast was broken by a sop of bread dipped in wine, corre-
sponding to the coffee and roll with which the continental folk
of modern times begin their day. Thus fortified, our citizen
friend (whom we will suppose to be a man of means and so of
ample leisure) would sally forth from his house. First, perhaps,
he would pay a call on some friend; but sooner or later he would
make his way to the market. He would carry a staff; and if
particular about his dress, he would be at some pains to drape
the folds of his cloak in the approved style of the day. He would
walk, too, at a dignified pace; for a bustling gait was thought
vulgar and Socrates was much ridiculed for swinging his arms
in the air. A slave or two would probably be in attendance; and
friends would soon fall in alongside.
Our citizen's first destination would be the barber's shop.
Among Greeks shaving was not the fashion until Alexander the
Great set it. But great care was lavished on the dressing of the
hair; and, as a Persian spy noted with surprise on the eve of
the battle of Thermopylae, even the Spartans spent much time
in combing and plaiting their long tresses. Another operation
performed at the barber's was treatment of the eyes for oph-
thalmia, a complaint rendered very common by the dust of the
streets. While awaiting his turn, our friend would chat with
many others who were similarly engaged. The barber's shop
was a recognized centre for picking up gossip; and the news of
the disaster which befell the Athenian expedition to Sicily was
first learnt from a casual stranger who landed at the Piraeus
^and dropped into a barber's for his toilette.
By t|iis time—about nine a.m.—the market would be filling.
Purchases would be made and sent home by a slave. Business
might be done at the banker's. Then, at noon, it would be time
for lunch—% light meal which men often preferred to bring with
them and eat in the open rather than return home again. After
lunch some Greeks enjoyed a siesta; and history tells of a town
which was captured by surprise attack when the inhabitants

